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INTRODUCTION

Figure 2. Identification of stage of progression based on age and observed signal markers in claims and EMR

Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a rare, X-linked, severely debilitating, and ultimately
fatal neuromuscular disease characterised by progressive muscle weakness.1 Loss of
ambulation occurs at approximately 12 years.2, 3 The median age of death with standard of
care is 26−28 years,4, 5 with the major causes of death being respiratory insufficiency and
cardiomyopathy1, 4
The rarity of DMD has limited real-world study of disease progression in these patients.

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this study was to classify DMD patients by stage of progression using
administrative claims data fields supported by relevant electronic medical records
(EMR) fields.

Data were drawn from an administrative claims and EMR dataset from Decision Resources
Group, covering more than 300 million U.S. patients during 2011-2020. DMD patients were
identified using EMR codes specific to DMD (SNOMED-CT). Clinical diagnosis and procedure
markers reflecting disease progression and patient age were used as classification criteria.
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STAGE IDENTIFICATION

DMD progression was classified into 4 stages based on indicators of ambulatory and
pulmonary ability as well as patient age, with expert clinical input: early ambulatory, late
ambulatory, early non-ambulatory, and late non-ambulatory. Stage was assessed monthly for
each patient based on observed stage classification markers and evaluated beginning at 12
months of data availability to ensure accurate classification. Identified stage was carried
forward until markers of a later stage were observed. Progression logic was applied to ensure
that patients could only progress to worse disease stages and not revert back to a better stage.
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Figure 1. DRG data repository
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94% of EMR-identified DMD patients had claims and markers allowing for
stage classification.
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SNOMED patients with at least one medical/pharma claim are included. The distribution is based on a “(k-1)” imputation assumption: if a patient’s first observed valid
health stage is k in month j, then he is assumed to be at stage (k-1) before month j (i.e., from the beginning of observation to month (j-1)).

Compared with a previously published age-based classification,6 this method puts more
patients in earlier stages. This may be reflective of improvements in standard of care
treatment. It is also possible that because this method relies on positive observations of
certain procedure and diagnosis codes to place patients at a certain stage, missing data could
lead to a stage identification at a later age.
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Table 1. Health stage distribution 6th and 12th month from first observation among SNOMED patients
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1. The criterion is joint with an age requirement; 2. The criterion includes pharmaceutical codes; 3. The criterion determines stage a set time after first instance

CONCLUSION

Classification of DMD disease progression within claims
data provides insight into the real-world distribution of
patients by stage and can enable future use of claims
data to study additional topics such as disease burden
by stage and rates of disease progression
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